### FULL-TIME FALL START

**Fall Semester 1**
- N481 Tools for Personal Effectiveness (6)
- N345 Quant. Analysis in Health Sciences (3)

**Spring Semester 1**
- N482 Tools for Interpersonal Effectiveness (3)
- N476 Scientific Inquiry (3)
- N401 Health Assessment (3)

**Fall Semester 2**
- N483 Effectiveness in Human Health Outcomes (6)
- N485 Application to Practice I (3)
- N417 Info. Systems and Tech. for Healthcare (3)

**Spring Semester 2**
- N484 Effectiveness in Complex Health Systems (6)
- N486 Application to Practice II (3)
- N395 Pathophysiology (3)

### PART-TIME FALL START

**Fall Semester 1**
- N481 Tools for Personal Effectiveness (6)

**Spring Semester 1**
- N482 Tools for Inter. Effectiveness (3)
- N345 Quant. Analysis in Health Sciences (3)

**Fall Semester 2**
- N483 Effectiveness in Human Health Outcomes (6)
- N485 Application to Practice I (3)
- N417 Info. Systems and Tech. for Healthcare (3)

**Spring Semester 2**
- N484 Effectiveness in Complex Health Systems (6)
- N417 Info. Systems and Tech. for Healthcare (3)
- N395 Pathophysiology (3)

Courses notated with an "*" asterisk meet SoNHS RN-BSN major specific requirements as well as the Missouri General Education Requirements offered by UMKC known as UMKC Essentials.

- N481 meets First Semester Experience
- N482 Meets Oral Communication
- N483 Meets Critical Thinking in Civic & Urban Engagement
- N484 meets Critical Thinking in Culture & Diversity
- N482 currently petitioning, under review, for meeting Critical Thinking in Social & Behavioral. Please note: If NOT approved, students will be required to enroll in GECRT-SS for 3 credits)
- N484 currently petitioning, under review for meeting Critical Thinking in Arts & Humanities. Please note: If NOT approved, students will be required to enroll in GECRT-AH for 3 credits)

Math Pathway – 3 credit hour course that meets Missouri General Education requirements. Currently petitioning, under review, for the A.D.N. to meet requirement. If not approved or transferred in equivalent, student must enroll in 3 credits of Math to meet requirement for graduation.

Students must meet the below requirement, in addition to the above, in order to graduate with the BSN with UMKC. If not transferred in, the Program Director & Academic Advisor will create an individualized plan of study with these courses added:

- MO Constitution (POLI-SCI 210, or ask advisor about other courses to meet this requirement that meet on-site)
- Total of 120 credit hours (including all 36 credit hours of NURSE Major courses).
  - If student doesn’t meet 120 credit hours after the above coursework is complete, must fill in with general elective credit hours.